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The Wilds is here, as always, to offer a great camp experience for teens and juniors. In that, nothing has changed. 
The guidance we have received from our civil authorities has changed through the weeks and may change more 
through the summer. If guidelines and restrictions loosen as North Carolina progresses through its three phases, 
we would be delighted to move toward our more traditional program, but, if not, we will find truly creative ways 
to give our campers a safe, fun week of camp at The Wilds. 

1. Will there be as many campers as usual? 
2. Why the limitation in numbers? 
3. How will you determine which groups 

will be able to come? 
4. Will camper interaction be limited? 
5. Will the schedule look the same as usual? 
6. Will campers have to wear masks? 
7. What will the check-in process look like? 

8. How will food service change this 
summer? 

9. Will it feel like “normal” camp? 
10. Will visitors be allowed this summer? 
11. What is expected of me as a sponsor? 
12. What if my child gets sick during camp? 
13. Could camp still be cancelled? 
14. What if I have another question? 

No, we are pushed to the necessity of reducing the usual numbers by about 40%. As a 
result, this summer will be noticeably different in camper population. 

Decreasing camper population is made necessary because of the square footage needed 
for social distancing. Also, daily health screenings and markedly enhanced cleaning of 
facilities throughout the day made a decrease necessary. The down-sizing allows us to 
place each individual cabin grouping in an accommodation with its own bathrooms and 
showers, allowing us to practice enhanced cleaning. This does add another measure of 
safety to the program. We will decrease the capacity of our retail stores (General Store, 
Craft Shop) and specialty snack areas (The Snack, Cool Beans Coffee Shoppe, the 
Canteen). All campers will have ample opportunity to be served and satisfied this 
summer! The preaching services will be conducted with all campers in the same 
building, but distanced by cabin as required. It is also our goal that the Dining Hall be 
able to accommodate our groups and serve hot meals in the evenings without relying on 
box lunches. 

 

A 

WILL THERE BE AS MANY  CAMPERS  
AS USUAL? 1. 

WHY THE LIMITATION IN NUMBERS? 2. 



This number will be determined on a first-come, first-served basis. We will go in order of 
the earliest date registered until the camp is full. Our registration department will begin 
clarifying with each group beginning with the June 22–r27 week almost immediately. 
Those who are not included will be given the opportunity to transfer registrations and 
be the first signed up next year or the full amount paid will be refunded. That will be 
worked out with the registration department. This is how Coronavirus has found The 
Wilds. For a while it looked like “no camp.” Now it looks like reduced camp and a great 
disappointment to many dear friends. We are very sorry. 

Each cabin of eight campers will be part of a small group of cabins. In the current 
terminology these groups would be called “cohorts” or “neighborhoods.” The term for 
our smaller group will be "crew" (or "quadrant" for JBC).  This crew of individual cabins 
will be considered a loose-knit family. The crew will eat together, enjoy freetime 
activities together, sit together in services, etc. Spending daily time together in a 
common group, they will not need to wear masks. When campers are having casual 
conversations outside their crew, “social distancing” should be observed.  

No, the formation of the new groups allows for the freetime activities to be done in the 
smaller crew. This will reserve the activities for smaller groups while maintaining a 
greater degree of safe distancing. Still, each camper will have the opportunity to enjoy 
each one of the freetime activities during their week at camp. Bring on the Giant Swing, 
Land Trolley and, of course, the ZIP, The Snack, the General Store, the Canteen, the 
Craft Shop, and Laser Tag! Attention: Here comes a brand new, never before done, 
Funtime! And, as a bonus to the new script and specially designed sets, we promise 
Willie will be funny! Is that usual?  

Yes. The NC governor issued an executive order requiring everyone in North Carolina 
to wear face coverings, including campers and staff in overnight camps. Because of that 
order our campers and sponsors must wear face coverings unless they have a medical 
reason or are under 11 years of age. They will need to wear face coverings at all times 
except when they are not within 6 feet of another person; eating; drinking; or doing 
strenuous activity. We recommend campers and sponsors bring a “neck gaiter” style 
face covering as we believe these will be most comfortable for camp activity.   

HOW WILL YOU DETERMIN E WHICH 
GROUPS ARE ABLE TO C OME? 3. 

WILL CAMPER INTERACTI ON BE 
LIMITED? 4. 

WILL THE SCHEDULE LOO K THE SAME 
AS USUAL? 5. 

WILL CAMPERS HAVE TO WEAR 
MASKS? 6. 



 

Everyone entering the campsite will be screened at the camp entrance. Each person's 
health screening questionnaire will be collected at this time. Once screening is 
completed, you will proceed down the road to begin the normal check-in process. Please 
fill out the screening questionnaire before arrival to speed this process along. 

The look will be different as the tables will be set to allow for the smaller groups to eat 
together while being acceptably distanced from other groups. There will be a number of 
picnics throughout the week to take advantage of the beautiful campsite with additional 
opportunities to interact safely with others. As always the food will be delicious and 
hearty! 

It will have most of the look and feel of The Wilds experience in all the important ways. 
We want it to be our usual crazy, fun, purposeful camp! There will be amazing speakers 
who love to relate to the challenges faced by teens and juniors. There will be the same 
emphasis on “the Truth of God with the love of God.” We will have chapels studying 
Romans 6, personal God & I Times, and Christian Life Seminars. There will be well-
trained, enthusiastic counselors and outstanding team leaders to carry the games and 
activities to a high level. Guess what, though? There may not be a Big Ball game on 
Monday night! This would be the first time in 50 years (except for severe 
thunderstorms) when Big Ball is not played. This is historical, but far from hysterical. 
What is this world coming to? 

In a word, “No.” Any introduction of someone outside of the program once the camp 
session has begun is strictly prohibited. Only essential visitors (health inspectors, 
medical personnel, suppliers of essential products) will be allowed on the property. 

WHAT WILL THE CHECK-IN PROCESS 
LOOK LIKE? 7. 

HOW WILL FOOD SERVICE CHANGE 
THIS SUMMER? 8. 

WILL IT FEEL LIKE “NORMAL”  CAMP? 9. 

WILL VISITORS BE ALLOWED THIS 
SUMMER? 10. 

https://wilds.org/2020-covid-screening


During your week of camp, sponsors will form their own crew. As with all crews, you will 
need to social distance from those outside your crew. Because of this dynamic we will 
be unable to hold “family reunions” this year.  

We have several registered nurses on campsite and at least one nurse on call 24 hours a 
day. We have a great working relationship with the medical personnel in Brevard. Be 
assured a nurse will contact you should your child need medical attention. We have also 
updated our Communicable Disease Plan to be COVID-19 specific.  

This is a question which we would rather not entertain or mention. However, we have 
all experienced the irregular way in which this spring and summer have unfolded. If 
closing the camp is deemed the safest option for the health and safety of our campers, 
sponsors, staff, and community, of course we would close The Wilds for the summer. 
Should NC see a perilous rise in disease spread or should the state mandate a lockdown, 
The Wilds would not remain open. We consider the chance of these happenings remote. 
The camp closing would bring with it a transfer of registration fees or full refund. 

Please contact our summer registration staff, and they will be happy to answer you. 

 

WHAT IS EXPECTED OF M E AS A 
SPONSOR? 11. 

WHAT IF MY CHILD GETS  SICK  
DURING CAMP? 12. 

COULD CAMP STILL BE C ANCELLED? 13. 

WHAT IF I  HAVE ANOTHER QUESTI ON? 14. 

https://wilds.org/email/summer-camp
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